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Abstract
As data-centric technologies are increasingly being
considered in social contexts that intervene in marginalized
peoples’ lives, we consider design paradigms to create
systems that fulfill their unique privacy needs and
requirements. We propose a participatory design model for
data-centric applications where privacy policies (norms)
emerge out of participation of the community in the
research/design process. The framework of Contextual
Integrity which articulates privacy as respect for normative
rules of information flow in specific contexts, lends itself well
to enable a community-generated formulation of these
privacy norms within the contexts of the proposed
intervention. Employing formal logic, these privacy norms
can then be used to engineer systems capable of regulating
the flow of information as per the negotiated norms [7]. This
entire process which we call Contextualized Participatory
Privacy by Design, seeks to empower communities in
negotiating and articulating their privacy norms, leading to
the development of systems that are capable of enforcing
what they deem as ethical, contextualized use of their data.

Introduction
The ubiquity of data-centric technologies in transportation,
health care, public welfare administration, education,
advertising, law enforcement, and criminal justice, has
created a complex, data-based ecosystem encompassing



almost all aspects of our lives. On the one hand, this
data-rich ecosystem has the potential to benefit people’s
lives. On the other hand, owing to a loss of privacy, it also
has the potential to cause social and economic harm to
inhabitants, particularly to those belonging to marginalized
groups, who are often disproportionately surveilled, and
experience disparate harms [1].

Furthermore, while such communities might not always
articulate their anxieties in relation to privacy, they might
experience disempowerment and exclusion as a result of
the loss of privacy and associated harms. Nevertheless,
when they do express concerns about the loss of privacy
and related harms, these are relatively higher in comparison
to other groups [3, 2].

This is why when data-centric applications are introduced
into the lives of marginalized communities, there is a dire
need to develop participatory research partnerships
between researchers (computing and other researchers,
such as public health or social science researchers),
community based organizations, and members of the
community. Bridging scholarship in the areas of Community

Privacy and Marginalized
Communities
A recent study [3] found that
52% of Americans in the
lowest-earning group (with an
annual household income of
less than $20,000) are “very
concerned" with not knowing
what personal information is
being collected about them or
how it is being used, com-
pared with just over a third
(37%) of those in the highest-
income households (with an
annual household income of
over $100,000). Further-
more, while such communi-
ties might not always articu-
late their anxieties in relation
to privacy, they might expe-
rience disempowerment and
exclusion as a result of the
loss of privacy and associated
harms [2].

Based Participatory Research (particularly in public
health [4]), and the design of privacy-preserving computing
systems based on Contextual Integrity [7], this position
paper proposes frameworks to engineer socio-technical
systems that pay careful attention to the unique needs and
vulnerabilities of marginalized populations. The goal is to
empower communities to articulate their privacy concerns
and related anxieties regarding the use of their data leading
to a contextualized, communal generation of privacy norms,
and to engineer systems which would govern the use of
their data as per these norms. We describe this entire
framework, which we call Contextualized Participatory
Privacy by Design, in detail in the next section

Contextualized Participatory Privacy by Design
We first provide a brief introduction to two areas of
scholarship – Contextual Integrity and Community Based
Participatory Research – and present our framework that
bridges the two.

Contextual Integrity Primer
The theory of Contextual Integrity (CI) [5] defines privacy as
an appropriate information flow, where the appropriateness
is defined by the “established norms" in a specific context.
The norms can be captured using five parameters: actors
(senders, recipients and subjects), attributes (the type of
information that could potentially be transmitted), and
transmission principles (the constraints governing a specific
information flow).

For example, context-sensitive norms in health-care might
deem it appropriate for a primary care physician (sender) to
share their patient’s (subject) health condition (attribute)
with their cardiologist (receiver) in a confidential manner
(transmission principle).

The CI theory posits that all five parameters are important
and should be considered with respect to each other as part
of the analysis. Any change to any of the parameters can
constitute a potential privacy expectation violation. For
example, if we change the receiver in the previous example
to an employer, this will require a revaluation of the
information flow, because the resulting flow can potentially
deviate from the established norm and be deemed
inappropriate (i.e., violate existing privacy expectations).

While CI does not prescribe the source of the rules, it
recognizes that norms can evolve due to changes in the
given context, e.g., due to the introduction of new
technological system. It recommends “assessing
[alternative flows’] respective merits as a function of the of



their meaning and significance in relation to the aims,
purposes, and values of the context.” [5] Our framework,
described below, discovers these norms through an iterative
community-based participatory process and builds on past
work [8] to operationalize them.

Participatory Research Models and Community Based Norm
Discovery

Figure 1: Community-Based Privacy Norms Generation &
Verification

In an implementation of Contextualized Participatory
Privacy by Design, researchers would work closely with a
community to discuss the problems the community is facing
(e.g., risk for HIV) and a potential data-based intervention
that researchers believe can offer solutions to these
problems, with the intention (among other goals) of distilling
appropriate norms of privacy for this community.

Participatory Research
Participatory methods have
been successfully used in the
context of research that im-
pacts the public directly, such
as public health [4]. In
such contexts, the reasons
for using participatory mod-
els closely mirror those that
we are considering, namely,
bridging the gap between ex-
perts and intended beneficia-
ries, addressing social jus-
tice and community empow-
erment, and dissatisfaction
among communities when ex-
ternal researchers do not un-
derstand the local, social, and
cultural context and do not
provide information back to
the community in a tangible
manner. Leaning on Con-
textual Integrity, our frame-
work uses participatory meth-
ods to enable articulation of
a community’s contextualized
privacy norms. These norms
are intended to regulate the
“proper” flow of information in
a verifiable manner.

Figure 1 illustrates the process. The researchers and
engineers informed by their research goals, system
requirements, and current understanding will engage with
members of the community. The technical bearings of a
specific application are captured in the component labeled
“System Specifications" in Figure 1. This will be tailored to
the requirements of the specific solution in consideration. As
indicated by the double-arrow in the figure, this specification

might change as researchers engage with the community.
Furthermore, there are existing mechanisms of ethical
research conduct (such as those enforced by Institutional
Review Boards) that enter into this process; the figure
captures them in a component labeled as “Regulations”.
The overall goal of the framework is to get insights into the
relevant information flows through a participatory
research/design model process and compose a set of CI
norms. In this setting, a researcher working within the
framework of Contextual Integrity is iteratively engaged with
the community to distill the parameters associated with CI,
and the resulting privacy norms of the community.

Like Shilton et al. [6], we envision the community to be
closely involved in discussions and making decisions in all
stages of the research and design process, namely,
Research Goals, Research Design, System Design, Data
Collection, Data Analysis and Research Conclusion. In
particular, we envision negotiations of privacy among, and
with, community members to occur in all these stages. This
iterative process would enable researchers with the frame of
CI to identify the important parameters of CI that emerge
from such community discussions, and help capture privacy
norms. These CI norms would lead to systems that can
verify and enforce these norms for all information flows.

During the initial rounds of the iterative process, discussions
would be centered on identifying potential senders,
recipients, subjects, and restrictions of various information
flows. In these initial stages, discussions among the
community members might cause questions about data
use, storage, and access to surface up. For example,
community members might have discussions on what
information from them might be useful to the researchers,
whether such potentially sensitive information (such as HIV
status) might be accessible to researchers, or anyone else,



and what methods of data protection and access could be
put in place. While such concerns do not directly
correspond to CI norms, they inform CI norms, and are
expected to help researchers synthesize appropriate CI
norms. Furthermore, researchers enter the process with
prior expectations on ethical data handling and treatment
(for example, via the IRB process), and are expected to
influence this discussion with those perspectives. The goal
is that these successive iterations will ultimately lead to a
framing of questions by researchers that directly correspond
to the captured CI norms, Norm-based questions in
Figure 1. The community then deliberates on these
questions, with the goal of deeming the proposed norm to
be acceptable or not to the community. For examples of
such questions, see the “Initial Round Questions” sidebar.

While these questions do not directly correspond to CI
norms, a researcher with a CI frame can help construct CI
norms by identifying various parameters associated with a
CI norm. These norms can then be automatically
formulated into corresponding Norm-based questions, using
the following template in [8]:

Is it acceptable for the sender to share the subject’s
attribute with recipient transmission principle?

The community then deliberates on these questions in their
“final form", with a goal of deeming the proposed norm to be
acceptable or not to the community. For examples of such
questions, see the "Norm-based Questions" sidebar.

Initial Round Questions
1. What data from us

would be useful for the
project?

2. How would our data be
stored?

3. Who would have ac-
cess to our data?

4. In what ways could
these data be used?

5. Could it be shared? If
so, with whom, and
under what conditions?
For example, could we
be identified?

Norm-Based Questions

1. Is is acceptable for the
system to reveal a com-
munity member’s HIV
status to an affiliated
researcher if there is a
guarantee of confiden-
tiality?

2. Is it acceptable for a
community member’s
HIV status and identity
to be stored in the sys-
tem database, as long
as only affiliated re-
searchers have access
to it?

3. Is it acceptable for an
affiliated researcher
to share information
about how often a
community member in-
teracts with other mem-
bers in this community
with other accredited
researchers, if the
data are de-identified,
and other researchers
agree not to make at-
tempts at re-identifying
these data?

Norms verification engine
As Figure 1 shows, once the researchers identify the norms
relevant to the community, they input the resulting set of
acceptable and non-acceptable (to the community) CI
norms into a verification engine to check for any norm
inconsistencies.

For our prototype we chose to use the Verifiable and
ACtionable Contextual Integrity Norms Engine
(VACCINE)[7] to check for consistency and facilitate
enforcement of norms on any potential information flow.
VACCINE offers a modular design that decouples extraction
of information flows from checking them against the CI
norms. VACCINE verifies the information flows fed to it for
consistency, and flags any flows that violate the norms as a
“norm infraction". Furthermore, as Figure 1 indicates (via a
front-end interface), the system will provide relevant
feedback to a researcher every time a new norm or
information flow is introduced. The researchers can then
use the feedback on any potential norm infractions to return
back to the community to refine the norms further. To
communicate the norm infractions to the community, we
envision making use of appropriate visualizations. The
community members will then be able to deliberate on the
infraction, and engage in subsequently refining the norms.

In conclusion, our framework aims to use a
community-based deliberative process on eliciting privacy
norms in combination with a verification engine that checks
all information flows for compliance with these norms.
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